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Abstract- In this paper we address the optimisation problem of joint 
intra- and inter-domain multicast routing in multi-homing 
environments, a topic that has not received much attention until now. 
Instead of focusing on the traditional Steiner tree based multicast 
routing optimisation, we consider plain IP based approaches in 
which routing is controlled through optimised multi-topology-aware 
IGP/BGP configurations. The benefit is that no dedicated MPLS 
tunnelling is required for multicast traffic delivery across multiple 
domains. In this paper we propose a set of heuristic algorithms for 
the formulated multi-objective optimisation problem considering 
both intra- and inter-domain operation. Through our simulation 
experiments, we show that the proposed schemes achieve significant 
improvement in the relevant performance compared to conventional 
approaches.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, Internet Network Providers (INPs) who offer multicast 

services are facing the challenging task of efficiently delivering 
multicast traffic both within and across their networks. 
Traditionally, multicast routing optimisation has been formulated 
as the well-known Steiner tree problem, with the major objective 
to deliver multicast traffic with least cost, e.g., by consuming 
minimum bandwidth resources. Nevertheless, we argue that this 
problem formulation can be only applied to the intra-domain 
scenario, as computing a global Steiner tree for inter-domain 
multicast traffic is generally neither necessary nor viable in 
practice. First, computing such a distribution tree requires the 
knowledge of both the router-level network topology and group 
membership across multiple domains. Unfortunately, individual 
INPs do not normally release relevant information to their peers 
who are potential business rivals, due to privacy reasons. 
Moreover, a global Steiner tree does not always bring benefits to 
all the involved domains. In Fig. 1(a) a “global optimal” tree in 
terms of hop counts (shown in thick lines) is shown across three 
domains, with the source s residing in AS1 and three receivers r 
distributed in AS2 and AS3. We notice that, although the 
multicast tree consumes minimum bandwidth resources (9 
network links in total), not all sub-trees within individual domains 
are optimal in terms of bandwidth conservation. For example, in 
Fig. 1(b) that shows a “global sub-optimal” tree, the sub-tree in 
AS2 uses only 3 network links other than 4 in its counterpart 
constituting the “global optimal” tree. On the other hand, the 
heterogeneity in the objectives of optimising multicast routing 

also makes it unnecessary to compute a Steiner tree across 
multiple domains. If we assume that AS3 aims at minimising end-
to-end latency instead of conserving bandwidth resources, then 
the shortest AS-path routing shown in Figure 1(b) is obviously a 
better solution. From this example, we can see that there is no 
incentive for individual network providers to jointly compute a 
global Steiner tree across multiple domains as this might not meet 
their own requirements.  
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Figure 1 Inter-domain multicast tree construction 

 
In this paper, we focus on multicast routing across multiple 

domains, not necessarily to compute a global Steiner tree, but to 
optimise multicast routing for individual INPs’ traffic engineering 
(TE) objectives. In this paper, we consider two typical objectives: 
(1) intra-domain bandwidth conservation and (2) load balancing 
across inter-domain links connecting with adjacent domains. The 
first objective inherits the traditional property of Steiner trees, and 
the second one is based on the recent observation that a 
significant proportion of Internet congestion comes from the hot 
spots on inter-domain links between INPs [3]. This is because 
many INPs tend to overprovision their core networks, while 
bandwidth resources on inter-domain links are rather scarce.  

Multi-homing, which is very popular in today’s Internet, offers 
INPs higher robustness and more power for load balancing. By 
taking one single group as an example, Fig. 2 illustrates how 
multi-homed domain R can perform multicast traffic optimisation 
through both inter- and intra-domain routing. In the figure, the 
group source s is located in the remote domain S whose 
aggregated IP address prefix is identified by SP . According to 



 
 

domain R, SP can be reached through some of its adjacent 

domains (namely SN1 … S
iN ), specifically via multicast-aware 

border routers (M-ASBRs) 1b  to kb . In this case, the traffic 
optimisation for domain R is two fold: (1) To decide which M-
ASBR to act as the best ingress point for the multicast traffic 
coming from s, and (2) how to configure intra-domain routing to 
optimally deliver the traffic from that ingress M-ASBR to 
individual receivers. In this paper, we consider small or medium 
sized INPs and also assume that all multicast receivers are static 
local hosts whose locations are already known. A typical example 
of this case is stub domains. In our future work we will consider 
scenarios where multicast tree leaves not only include local group 
members, but also M-ASBRs that lead to remote receivers (e.g., 
domain SN1 ). In this case, the service agreement between INPs 
may provide information on remote receivers.  
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Figure 2 Multicast optimisation in a multi-homing environment 

 
A salient novelty of our proposed scheme is that, solutions 

based on direct multicast path selection heuristics are abandoned, 
as they need explicit routing functionalities, e.g., using MPLS. 
While MPLS is a powerful technology for creating overlay 
tunnels to support any specific routing strategy, it is also 
expensive and suffers potentially from scalability problem in 
terms of LSP state maintenance. In this paper, we adopt plain IP 
routing protocols for enforcing optimal multicast routing without 
setting up dedicated point-to-multipoint (P2MP) LSPs. 
Specifically, multi-topology extensions to IGPs (M-IGP)  [9,10] 
and multi-protocol BGP (M-BGP) [2] are manipulated for 
influencing intra- and inter-domain multicast path selections 
respectively. These protocol extensions allow us to decouple the 
multicast path selection from the default unicast routing. Detailed 
description on this approach will be provided in section III. The 
advantage of this plain IP based solution is obvious: the high 
expense and complexity in setting up P2MP LSPs across multiple 
domains can be avoided. Hence, we regard the proposed scheme 
as an efficient and scalable solution to tackle inter-domain 
multicast routing optimisation.  

II. BACKGROUND 
We start from unicast routing optimisation. In the literature, 

optimising IGP link weights [6,14,19] has been deemed as a 
scalable and efficient alternative to MPLS based approaches for 
offline intra-domain traffic engineering. This type of plain IP 
based TE paradigm is also applicable to the inter-domain case, 
where BGP routing attributes are manipulated for optimal inter-
domain traffic distribution. Some of these BGP attributes are used 
to control outbound traffic (i.e., how unicast flows are delivered 
out of the local domain towards remote destinations), such as the 
Local_Preference (local_pref) attribute [3,16], while some others 
can be applied for influencing inbound traffic, such as the 
AS_PATH attribute and the Multi_Exit_Discriminator (MED) 
attribute [4,11]. The objectives of these inbound/outbound unicast 
TE schemes cover a very wide range, from business aspects (e.g. 
minimise overall monetary cost [16]), to network performance 
aspects (e.g., bandwidth conservation [3] and load balancing 
[11,16]). Nevertheless, none of the existing IP based traffic 
optimisation works have considered multicast flows within the 
network.  

Despite different problem formulations for multicast routing 
optimisation, most common solutions are to apply direct path 
selection heuristics to construct the static multicast tree step by 
step [8,13,15,20]. The most distinct disadvantage of this strategy 
is that, as the proposed routing algorithms cannot be easily 
implemented in IP routers, MPLS tunnels are needed to enforce 
path selections. Inspired from the IP based unicast traffic 
engineering approach in [6], we proposed an intra-domain 
multicast TE scheme by optimising M-IGP link weights [18]. In 
this case, optimal intra-domain multicast trees are represented into 
shortest path trees that can be automatically handled by legacy IP 
routers.    

III. OVERVIEW OF THE OPTIMISATION FRAMEWORK 
Before formulating the joint offline intra- and inter-domain 

multicast traffic optimisation problem, we first provide a brief 
review on the current multicast routing semantics, taking Source 
Specific Multicast (SSM [1]) as a typical example. In SSM, PIM-
SM [5] is responsible for constructing a multicast tree across the 
Internet, from individual group members to the single source for 
each group. As Designated Routers (DRs) for receivers already 
obtain the IP address of the group source, they are able to send 
PIM-SM join requests directly towards the remote source. 
Traditionally, path selections of PIM-SM join requests follow the 
underlying unicast routing table that is populated by the 
conventional IGP/BGP routing protocols. The advent of multi-
topology extensions to these protocols, such as M-ISIS [9], MT-
OSPF [10] and M-BGP [2], has made it possible to decouple 
multicast routing from its unicast counterpart. As a result, 
dedicated multicast routing optimisation can be achieved through 
manipulating the routing metrics such as IGP link weights and 
BGP route attributes, specifically within the routing plane for 
multicast traffic.  



 
 

A. Multi-Topology Routing 
The multi-topology extensions to IS-IS and OSPF provide the 

original protocols with additional ability of viewing the weight of 
each link for different logical IP topologies independently. Take 
MT-OSPF as an example, the field of Multi Topology Identifier 
(MT-ID) with value 1 in MT-OSPF is dedicated to the multicast 
routing plane. With this multi-topology capability, network 
providers are able to perform dedicated M-IGP link weight 
optimisation in the multicast routing plane, without worrying 
about the unwanted path changes for the unicast traffic due to the 
adjustment of “shared” link weights. 

Same as the conventional ISIS/OSPF protocols, the original 
BGP only provides a unique routing plane across the Internet. 
That means, given any IP prefix (indicated in the field of Network 
Layer Reachability Information, NLRI), only one single route is 
advertised for all types of flows, including IPv4/6, 
unicast/multicast flows. In M-BGP, extensions to NLRI are made 
for advertising incongruent routes for different types of traffic. 
These new attributes are known as MP_REACH_NLRI and 
MP_UNREACH_NLRI. As specified in [2], the Address Family 
Information (AFI) and Sub Address Family Information (SAFI) 
carried in each M-BGP advertisement jointly identify the routing 
plane for different types of flows. For example, an M-BGP update 
message with AFI = 1 and SAFI = 2 indicates that this 
advertisement is only carrying IPv4 multicast routes. In this case, 
existing inter-domain unicast TE technologies by tweaking BGP 
route attributes [16] can be applied to multicast as well, provided 
that the route attributes are configured in the logical network 
topology for multicast traffic.  

B.  An Integrated Infrastructure 
Fig. 3 illustrates the integrated IPv4 multicast traffic 

optimisation based on the M-IGP and M-BGP protocols. Within 
each resource optimisation cycle, e.g., on weekly or monthly 
basis, M-IGP link weights and M-BGP route attributes (e.g., 
local_pref) are computed/manipulated offline according to the 
given optimisation objectives. Thereafter, the resulting M-IGP 
link weights and M-BGP route attributes are configured in the 
IPv4 multicast routing plane respectively, using proper MT-ID 
and AFI/SAFI values. The IP routers will then populate the 
multicast routing table (M-RIB) for each source prefix. Once a 
PIM-SM join request is received, each router decides, according to 
its M-RIB, the next hop neighbour to send the packet out of the 
local domain towards the remote group source. In this scenario, 
the PIM-SM join request follows an engineered outgoing path 
decided by the M-BGP attribute (e.g., local_pref) and MT-OSPF 
link weights. As a result, the multicast traffic not only is injected 
into the local domain via the desired M-ASBR (from where the 
original PIM-SM join request packet is delivered outside the local 
domain), but it also travels along the optimal intra-domain paths 
that conform to the optimisation requirement. In addition, the 
multicast forwarding information base (M-FIB) is dynamically 
updated for the incoming interface (iif) and outgoing interface 
(oif) list of each group. 
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Figure 3 IPv4 multicast traffic optimisation with  

M-IGP/M-BGP 

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
As we have mentioned previously, optimisation of intra-domain 

multicast routing is often formulated into the Steiner tree problem 
for bandwidth conservation purposes. In a multi-homing 
environment, bandwidth consumption can be also influenced by 
the position of the ingress M-ASBR. As we consider plain IP 
based solutions, the optimisation problem is tackled jointly 
through M-IGP link weight tuning and M-ASBR ingress point 
selections. Let’s take Fig. 4 as an example. We assume that the 
prefix containing the source s for the multicast group can be 
reached via both M-ASBRs b1 and b2. If b1 is selected as the 
ingress point, with conventional intra-domain hop-count based 
shortest path routing, the resulting tree uses 6 network links (Fig. 
4(a)). If b2 is selected, with proper M-IGP link weight setting we 
are able to conserve 50% of intra-domain bandwidth resources, as 
only 3 network links are used (shown in Fig. 4(b)). From this 
example we can see that the task of M-ASBR selection is to find 
the optimal root of the multicast tree within the domain, while M-
IGP link weight tuning is responsible for exploring the best intra-
domain paths from the root to individual receivers. Apart from 
bandwidth conservation, we also consider other objectives such as 
load balancing across inter-domain links, and this turns the task of 
integrated multicast routing into a multi-objective optimisation 
problem.  
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A network is represented through a directed graph >=< EVG ,  
where V and E denote the node set and the intra-domain link set 
respectively. The node set V is further categorised into Access 
router set VA, Border router (M-ASBR) set VB and Core router set 
VC. The nodes in VA are only attached with static end hosts 
(receivers), while those in VB connect other domains (normally 
provider domains) through inter-domain links. For simplicity, we 
assume that each M-ASBR BVb∈  is attached with only one inter-
domain link whose bandwidth capacity is bC . All the nodes in V 
are logically connected in full mesh with internal M-BGP (i-M-
BGP) sessions. We consider a set of disjoined unicast address 
prefixes },...,{ 1 kPPP =  in the Internet, each of which can be 
reachable via a distinct subset of VB. We also assume t multicast 
group sessions tmm ,...,1 . The single source of each multicast 
group is (0<i<t) is included in one of the address prefixes 

jP (0<j<k) under consideration. Each group im  is associated with 

a receiver set AVRi ⊆  as well as the bandwidth demand iD , 
which means that iD units of bandwidth is consumed on each link 

of the multicast tree iT  spanning is and iR . 
Given the network and multicast group information, the joint 

optimisation task is to (i) for each prefix jP (0<j<k), to select the 

best M-ASBR jb as the ingress point, and (ii) to assign a proper 

M-IGP weight uvw  for each intra-domain link Evu ∈),( , based 
on which shortest path routing is performed for computing all 
multicast trees. As we have mentioned before, the optimisation 
objective of the task above is to construct a multicast tree iT  for 
each group im with the purpose of (i) intra-domain bandwidth 
conservation, i.e. 
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and (ii) inter-domain load balancing, i.e., 
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It is worth emphasising that, if the sources of multiple groups 
belong to the same prefix (a special case is that multiple groups 

share the same source), all these groups should select the same M-
ASBR as their common ingress point. In other words, the binary 
variable of i

by in (3) and (4) should have the same value for all 
groups whose sources belong to the same prefix. The reason for 
this is because M-BGP route attributes are only associated with 
aggregated unicast address prefixes without considering multicast 
group information. Hence, M-ASBR ingress selection is based on 
prefixes other than group specific. 

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 
The optimisation problem formulated above is NP-hard, as it is 

a combination of three other NP-hard problems: namely Steiner 
tree [8,15], shortest path representability [19] and the Generalised 
Assignment Problem (GAP) [3]. In this section we propose a set 
of efficient schemes for solving the problem, which can be further 
classified into Single Ingress Selection (SIS) and Multiple Ingress 
Selection (MIS) algorithms. 

A. Single Ingress Selection (SIS)  
We first introduce the most straightforward algorithm named 

Single ingress selection with Hop-Count intra-domain routing 
(Single-HC). In this approach, intra-domain routing is based on 
the metric of hop-counts, which means that the M-IGP weight is 
set to 1 for all intra-domain links. On the other hand, M-ASBR 
ingress selection is based on a greedy search algorithm solely for 
the purpose of conserving bandwidth resources (objective (i)). 
That is, to select a single M-ASBR for each prefix that results in 
the least intra-domain bandwidth consumption intral  with the 
constraint of bandwidth capacity of inter-domain links. 
Specifically, we sort individual prefixes in descending order 
according to the sum of the bandwidth demand from the groups 
whose source is in that prefix. After that, we assign sequentially 
these prefixes to a specific M-ASBR (with sufficient residual 
bandwidth on the inter-domain link) with least intra-domain 
bandwidth consumption.  

Next we consider joint intra- and inter-domain routing by taking 
into account M-IGP link weight optimisation. In order to obtain 
the optimal value of each link weight as well as the best ingress 
candidate for each prefix, we introduce a Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
based approach – the Single-GA algorithm. Genetic Algorithms 
can be described as follows. First, a series of random solutions are 
obtained as the initial generation of chromosomes in the 
population. Thereafter, improved offsprings evolve iteratively 
from the parents by calculating their fitness. Chromosomes with 
higher fitness have higher probabilities of being inherited by the 
next generation. In each iteration, a new generation of 
chromosomes is created through the process of parent selection 
and reproduction. This is specifically achieved through genetic 
operators such as crossover and mutation on genes constituting 
each chromosome. After a predefined number of generations, or 
when fitness performance has converged, the chromosome with 
the best fitness is selected as the final solution. 



 
 

 
Procedure Single-GA-fitness 
Begin 
Set the M-IGP weight of each intra-domain link in the network according 
to the chromosome; 
For each prefix jP  

 Aggregate group bandwidth demand according to jP , i.e.    

  ∑
=

=
t

i
ij DAD

1

inter  for ji Ps ∈ ; 

End for; 
Sort the prefix list P in descending order according to inter

jAD (0<j<k); 

For each prefix jP in the ordered list P 

    Assign an M-ASBR BVb ∈  reachable to jP such that 

(1) Intra-domain bandwidth consumption intra
jl  is  

     minimised for the groups whose source ji Ps ∈  and 

  (2) M-ASBR b  has sufficient residual bandwidth for the  
       aggregated demand inter

jAD ; 

Update inter-domain link utilisation on b , i.e.,   

  bbbb
CADuu /interinterinter += ; 

End for; 

∑
=

=
k

j
jll

1

intraintra ;     /* Sum up total intra-domain bandwidth 

consumption for all prefixes */ 

)max( interintra ul
fitness

×+
=

α
ω

; 

End 
Figure 5 Algorithm for computing fitness (Single-GA) 

 
Our strategy is to let GA search for optimal M-IGP link weights 

during the evolution process of the population. In this case, the 
genes in each chromosome are the M-IGP weights for individual 
intra-domain links. In addition, we design a simple heuristic for 
M-ASBR ingress selection for each chromosome, i.e., a dedicated 
set of link weights. This algorithm is similar to Single-HC, except 
that intra-domain routing is based on the underlying M-IGP 
weights obtained from each chromosome. The most important 
issue in GA based solutions is how to design the fitness so as to 
drive the whole population towards the optimal result. In the 
proposed Single-GA approach, the fitness reflects both objectives 
of intra-domain bandwidth conservation and inter-domain load 
balancing. To achieve this, we define the fitness of each 
chromosome as follows: 
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where ω  is a constant and α  is a tuneable parameter for 
controlling the trade-off between the two objectives, namely 

minimising intral  and minimising max( interu ). If we use the 
notation in the problem formulation, the fitness is: 
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With this definition, chromosomes with higher fitness, i.e., 

lower overall intra-domain bandwidth consumption and lower 
maximum inter-domain link utilisation, have higher possibilities 
to survive in the next generation. Fig. 5 provides description of 
computing fitness in the Single-GA approach, including the 
embedded heuristic of M-ASBR ingress router selection. The time 
complexity of the Single-GA algorithm is O 
( || E +t+klogk+k || BV ): Set the weight of each link takes 
O( || E ). The task of aggregating group bandwidth can be done 
through visiting individual groups with the complexity of O(t), 
and sorting of the source prefix list takes O(klogk). Finally, the 
ingress point selection has complexity of O(k || BV ). 

B. Multiple Ingress Selection (MIS) 
In the unicast scenario, Hot Potato Routing (HPR) is very 

popular for delivering inter-domain traffic towards a specific 
remote prefix via multiple egress points. In HPR, if multiple 
routes are available for a given prefix whose route attributes with 
higher priorities (e.g., local_pref, AS_PATH) are “equally good”, 
each router will then select its own closest ASBR (decided by the 
IGP link weight) to deliver the unicast traffic out of the local 
domain. The benefit of HPR for unicast traffic is two folded. First, 
it helps to minimise intra-domain bandwidth consumption, and 
second, the delay of traffic delivery can be also reduced as each 
flow is sent out from the local domain as quickly as possible. 

In contrast to its popularity in unicast routing, HPR is seldom 
considered in multicast traffic delivery. Apart from the lack of 
multicast deployment in practice, there exist two major theoretical 
reasons for this. First, HPR is always able to achieve minimum 
intra-domain bandwidth consumption for unicast routing (hop-
count based) if the capacity constraint on inter-domain links is 
ignored [3]. However, this is not the case for multicast routing, 
where it is possible to consume still lower bandwidth resources by 
making multiple receivers share a common intra-domain path than 
allowing them to find their own closest ingress points (see Fig. 6). 
The second issue is bandwidth consumption on inter-domain 
links. In unicast routing, the total bandwidth resources consumed 
on inter-domain links is not influenced by egress router selections 
including HPR. Again, multicast routing does not obey this rule: 
For each particular group, the overall bandwidth consumption on 
inter-domain links is proportional to the number of ingress points 
selected in HPR. This means that, using HPR for intra-domain 
bandwidth conservation might result in undesired high utilisation 
on inter-domain links. 
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Figure 6 Inefficiency in using HPR in multicast routing 

 
In this section, we explore the feasibility of applying controlled 

HPR for multicast routing optimisation. Our MIS strategy is that, 
additional ingress points are selected only if they are able to 
achieve significant intra-domain bandwidth conservation 
compared to SIS. One approach to enabling MIS in practice is as 
follows. For all M-ASBRs that can reach the source prefix, first to 
set higher (but equal) values of local_pref for the M-ASBRs 
selected by the optimisation procedure, and (2) to configure 
equally good attributes (before reaching the attribute of M-IGP 
link weight) for these selected M-ASBRs, such that each i-M-BGP 
speaker can decide its nearest ingress point according to M-IGP 
link weights only from these selected M-ASBRs. As a result, HPR 
can be only performed among the M-ASBRs with higher 
local_pref. Again, we emphasise that, HPR can be only adopted 
on per prefix basis, and it is not possible for individual groups to 
select their own ingress points. We extend Single-GA into a new 
algorithm named Controlled GA-based HPR (C-HPR-GA). First 
of all, we assume that the selection of the primary ingress router 
b  for prefix jP  within each chromosome in the Single-GA 
algorithm results in overall intra-domain bandwidth consumption 
of })({intra bl j . After that, we consider the scenario of adding 

another potential ingress }b{\' BVb ∈ . We try all M-ASBRs that can 

reach jP , except b  itself, and find the one, namely b’, that 

(jointly with b ) results in least intra-domain bandwidth 
consumption and also has sufficient bandwidth on its inter-
domain link. If the new overall intra-domain bandwidth 
consumption })'{}({intra bbl j ∪  is below })({intra bl j×λ , where 
0<λ<1 (λ is set to 0.5 in our algorithm), then b’ will be selected as 
the secondary ingress for jP . We repeat this procedure until a 
pre-defined maximum number of ingresses for each prefix, 
namely mB , is reached. Fig. 7 shows the detailed algorithm for 
MIS during the computing of fitness for each chromosome. The 
time complexity of the C-HPR-GA algorithm is 
O( || E +t+klogk+k 2|| BV ), assuming that the maximum value of 

mB  is || BV . 
 
 

 
Procedure C-HPR-GA-fitness 
Begin 
Set the M-IGP weight of each intra-domain link in the network according 
to the chromosome; 
For each prefix jP  

Aggregate group bandwidth demand according to jP , i.e.,  
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ij DAD
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inter for ji Ps ∈ ; 

End for; 
Sort the prefix list P in descending order according to inter

jAD (0<j<k); 

For each prefix jP in the ordered list P 

    Assign an M-ASBR BVb ∈  reachable to jP such that         

(1) Intra-domain bandwidth consumption })({intra bl j  is  

     minimised for the groups whose source ji Ps ∈  and 

  (2) M-ASBR b  has sufficient residual bandwidth for  
       the aggregated demand inter

jAD ; 

Update inter-domain link utilisation on b , i.e., 
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    1|| =jB ;  /* Find additional ingresses for jP  */ 

    While mj BB <||  

        Find jBVb \' B∈  reachable to jP such that 
(1) Intra-domain bandwidth consumption  
      })'{(intra bBl jj ∪  is minimised and 
(2) M-ASBR 'b  has sufficient residual bandwidth  
     for the aggregated demand inter

jAD ; 
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 Update inter-domain link utilisation on 'b , i.e.,  
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  end if; 
End while; 

End for; 
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= ;       /* Sum up total intra-domain bandwidth 

consumption for all prefixes*/ 
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=

α
ω
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End 
Figure 7 Algorithm for computing fitness (C-HPR-GA) 

 
 



 
 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In our simulation experiments, we used the GEANT [7] network 

topology that contains 23 nodes and 76 unidirectional links (two 
links with opposite directions between any pair of adjacent 
nodes). The scaled bandwidth capacity of each link is set to 104 
units. We consider 100 multicast groups whose sources are 
distributed randomly in 50 remote prefixes. We repeat this 
random distribution for ten times for each instance of test 
configuration, and those prefixes that do not contain any source 
for these 100 groups are not considered. We assume that each 
remote prefix can be reached via maximum 50% of the M-ASBRs 
of the network. In order to obtain the best GA performance, we 
test different values for manipulating the chromosomes in each 
generation, and we set the probability of crossover and mutation 
to 0.3 and 0.001 respectively. The number of chromosomes 
included in each generation is set to 100. The maximum 
generation for each instance of GA calculation is 500. Apart from 
the GEANT network topology, we also used random topologies 
created by GT-ITM for testing our proposed algorithms, and we 
found that the performances are very similar among these 
topologies.  

Apart from the GA based schemes, we also implemented three 
other approaches for comparison purposes, namely, Single ingress 
selection with hop count based intra-domain routing (Single-HC), 
uncontrolled HPR with hop count based intra-domain routing (U-
HPR-HC), and controlled HPR with hop count based intra-
domain routing (C-HPR_HC). In order to evaluate intra-domain 
bandwidth conservation capabilities, we use the performance of 
Single-HC as the baseline, and define Bandwidth Conservation 
Ratio (BC-ratio) for the rest algorithms. Specifically, the BC-ratio 
of a specific algorithm is the ratio of its intra-domain bandwidth 
consumption over that of the Single-HC algorithm. The maximum 
bandwidth demand for individual multicast groups Max iD is used 
as the x-axis in the following figures. The range of Max iD  for 
each test is from 200 to 1200 units. 
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Figure 8 BC-ratio vs. Max iD   (α =103) 
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Figure 9 Maximum inter-domain link utilisation vs.  

Max iD  (α =103) 
 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate roughly “equal-split efforts” on the 
two objectives by setting the value of α  to 103. From Fig. 8 we 
can see that all the proposed algorithms outperform Single-HC in 
terms of intra-domain bandwidth conservation. Specifically, 
uncontrolled HPR is able to achieve the BC-ratio of 78%, which 
means up to 28.2% of the bandwidth resources within the network 
can be saved. By limiting the total number of ingress routers, the 
C-HPR-GA algorithm has higher BC-ratio (87%), meaning that it 
is able to conserve 14.9% of intra-domain bandwidth compared to 
Single-HC. On the other hand, by using controlled HPR with hop 
count intra-domain routing, and optimising M-IGP link weights 
with single ingress selection, C-HPR-HC and Single-GA have the 
BC-ratio of 91% and 94% respectively. Fig. 9 shows the 
maximum link utilisation across inter-domain links. As we 
expected, uncontrolled HPR has much higher utilisation on inter-
domain links than all the other algorithms, which indicates that 
normally it is not a proper solution in practice. Another notable 
result is that, both Single-GA and C-HPR-GA achieve the best 
performance in load balancing across inter-domain links. 
Moreover, C-HPR-GA does not exhibit much higher utilisation on 
inter-domain links. This is because we have tightly controlled 
maximum inter-domain link utilisation in the fitness calculation 
function. 
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Figure 10 BC-ratio vs. Max iD   (α =104) 
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Figure 11 Maximum inter-domain link utilisation vs.  

Max iD  (α =104) 
 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the performance of the GA-based 
algorithms when more efforts are put towards load balancing 
across inter-domain links. We achieve this by increasing the value 
of α  from 103 to 104. From now on we don’t include other 
algorithms because they are not capable of tuning efforts between 
the two objectives through α . From Fig. 10 we notice that neither 
C-HPR-GA nor Single-GA have any gain on intra-domain 
bandwidth consumption. However, Fig. 11 shows that the two 
algorithms are able to further decrease maximum inter-domain 
link utilisation (by 7% compared to Fig. 9). Similar to the 
previous scenario, the gap between the two GA-based schemes in 
inter-domain load balancing is very small in Fig. 10.  

VII. SUMMARY 
In this paper, we investigated offline optimisation on joint intra- 

and inter-domain multicast routing in multi-homing 
environments. First of all, we demonstrated why traditional 
Steiner tree based problem formulations do not generally apply to 
the inter-domain case. Following that, we proposed a generic 
optimisation framework using plain IP based routing paradigms. 
Specifically, link weights of M-IGP and route attributes of M-
BGP are jointly manipulated for optimised intra-domain 
bandwidth consumption and load balancing across inter-domain 
links. Simulation results have shown that the proposed solution is 
able to achieve significantly better performance than conventional 
routing configurations. Especially, if HPR is properly controlled, 
intra-domain bandwidth can be further conserved without any 
expense of increasing inter-domain link utilisation. This IP based 
approach achieves high simplicity and scalability in the control 
plane, as there is no need for setting up dedicated P2MP MPLS 
tunnels across multiple domains. 

As this work is the very first step towards inter-domain 
multicast traffic optimisation, there still exist many issues that 
need to be considered. First, BGP has been often blamed for 
causing potentially Internet routing instability and slow 
convergence problems. When M-BGP, which is an incremental 
extension to BGP, is used for inter-domain multicast routing, it is 
not surprising that these problems do occur in the multicast 

routing plane. Hence, our next step is to investigate stable inter-
domain multicast routing optimisation, taking into account some 
existing research works on both unicast and multicast routing 
stability, e.g., [12,17]. Finally, routing robustness in case of both 
intra- and inter-domain link failures is yet another topic to be 
addressed in our future research. 
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